DISTRICT FACILITIES PLANNING COMMITTEE AGENDA September 11, 2003 8:30 a.m. Oak Room 1.

1. INTRODUCTIONS OF 2003-2004 DISTRICT FACILITIES PLANNING COMMITTEE MEMBERS: Curt Groninga and Julie Muzzatti
2. NEW IDEAS, CONCERNS, ISSUES: A continuing opportunity for members to discuss new issues, concerns, concepts, areas of focus for DFPC, etc.
3. WALKING TOUR REVIEW: Julie Muzzatti
4. PETALUMA PHASE II PLANNING AND SCOPING: TLCD Architecture will provide a review of the latest Petaluma Phase II planning and scoping discussions.
5. MASTERPLANNING REVIEW: Curt will preview physical planning issues to be discussed with the Board of Trustees in a future study session.
6. MULTI-LEVEL PARKING STRUCTURE UPDATE: Curt will review planning progress, collaborative discussions with City Schools and projected project time-frames.
7. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEWS (EIR): Curt will update DFPC on EIRs for Public Safety Training Center Firetower project; Multi-Level Parking; Patio World Parking and Petaluma Modulars and Petaluma Phase II.
9. CURRENT CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS UPDATES: Jay, Julie and Curt will provide project updates on several existing SRJC projects.
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